Spatial color contrast matching: broad-bandpass functions and the flattening effect.
The contrast matching function (CMF) is the reciprocal of test contrast that perceptually matches the contrast of standard pattern, measured as a function of test spatial frequency (SF). Achromatic CMFs usually flatten as the contrast of the standard is raised, and are broader than the achromatic, bandpass, contrast sensitivity function (CSF). This report investigates whether chromatic CMFs have similar characteristics. For this purpose, the red-green color channel was defined using minimum flicker and hue cancellation techniques. Spatially localized (D6), vertical, equiluminant patterns (SFs: 0.063-8 cpd; contrast: 3-80%) were used to measure the CSF and CMF of isoluminant patterns presented with a temporal Gaussian envelope. CMFs were measured using a randomized double-staircase procedure and the two-interval forced choice technique. Two color-normal observers, whose task was to select the interval that had higher color contrast, participated in experiments. Results show that: (a) the color CMFs are lowpass functions of SF at low standard contrasts (3-12.5%), broad-bandpass at intermediate contrasts (6.25-60%), and near-flat at high contrasts (80%); and (b) isoluminant CMFs have higher upper cut-off frequencies than isoluminant CSFs. It is concluded that: (i) color-contrast-constancy (CMF independent of SF) is partly achieved at high contrasts because color CMFs flatten as contrast increases; (ii) the information processing at suprathreshold levels is different from that at the threshold levels; and (iii) the model that explained achromatic CMFs using achromatic threshold mechanisms could not explain chromatic CMFs using chromatic threshold mechanisms.